
Important Opinions from the Grindr Community

QueerBurgher: Have you ever been with a redhead?
 D: Yup :)
QB: Tell me more.
 D: He reckons he’s a top, but I showed him otherwise.

QueerBurgher: Have you ever been with a redhead?
 Sportsguy88: No but that sounds like it would be fun.
QB: You ever been with a black guy?
 Sportsguy88: duh

QueerBurgher: Have you ever been with a redhead?
 Osmoses: Ya several times
QB: Is it your fetish?
 Osmoses: Nuh just preference. My fetish = feet
QB: What’s a pumpkin pounder? I saw that in your profi le
 Osmoses: slang for topping a ginger

QueerBurgher: Have you ever been with a redhead?
 Dan: No never. I’m a virgin lol... well almost lol

QueerBurgher: Have you ever been with a redhead? 
 mid-century: Is this truth or dare?
QB: Just truth... For now :)
 mid-century: My mom was a very striking redhead, so it’s in my blood. And yes I  
 have. Red head men are very passionate

QueerBurgher: Have you ever been with a redhead?
 Chip: No but I was with a muscle bear w pale skin and brown hair that was 
 almost red. Does that count?
QB: Close enough

“JUST THE TIP” ON PITTSBURGH PRIDE
By Seth Bickford

Ok, guys. So, it’s Pride week 
in Pittsburgh and I have some 
suggestions and tips to get the 
most out of your experience.

Ok, guys. So, you want to look 
good, right? Easy. Go to a store 
like H&M, or if you are like really 
edgy, Urban Outfi tters, and 
purchase the most expensive pair 
of shorts and tank top combo you 

can fi nd (classic gay combo). What you will want to do is leave the 
tags on. This will allow people to see how much money you spent 
on the clothing you are wearing and they will also be able to see 
that you shop at really cool designer stores. I know you think you 
are ready to party and play, but let’s go over a few more tips fi rst.

Ok, guys. So I get a lot of questions from friends looking for tips on 
what to do when it comes to food and eating during pride. There 
are a lot of great places in Pittsburgh to eat. My suggestion is to 
not eat or drink all week. This will make it easier to do things like 
bottoming and it will also give you that dehydrated glow that looks 
so great this time of year. If you do fi nd someone to go home with, 
only then can you reward yourself with some food. Perhaps they 
are open to the idea of incorporating a Primanti’s sandwich during 
pound town? Fun!

Ok, guys. One last thing. People have been asking me how they 
should style their hair/beard. I really don’t fucking know. I’m going 
to wear a burqa, cause I can’t afford another nasty sunburn. And 
don’t fucking come at me with that cultral appropriation shit. I have 
a friend from college who is Islamic, ok?

Ok, guys. Well, you are all ready for Pittsburgh Pride. Remember, 
have fun, be safe and use protection! Being on Truvada (which I 
just found out ISN’T a sweetener) doesn’t give you a free pass to 
take loads all weekend. Also, skin protection! Very important! SPF 
30 or higher, fagtrons. And no, lube will not work as sunscreen...
just an fyi.

QUEERBURGHER
@GMAIL

.COM

Words by Alexis Icon, Interview by Natty Soltesz

When I was born there was ambiguity as to what my sex was. Then, and then again when I was eight, 
I was subjected to procedures to normalize my body into what they expected a male body was. My 
gonads were internal, which is female typical. All babies are born with internal gonads, it’s just in the 
fi rst couple of months they drop. Mine didn’t. They cut them down when I was like eight and that’s 
the signifi cant amount of pain that I have. They put me through hormones whenever I was nine, ten, 
eleven and I was done with puberty by the time I was twelve and it was awful. I remember I locked 
myself in the bathroom with a pair of tweezers and any body hair I could fi nd I was trying to get rid of 
cause it was like “No, no you’re taking my body away from me!” My parents don’t want to talk about 
this. I don’t talk to my parents anymore because they don’t get my name right, they’re the only people 
in my life who refuse to see me the way that I actually am.

For me transitioning wasn’t about making my body appear female, it was about bringing it back into 
line to where it started before I was transmasculinized. I’ve been trying to get [my gonads] removed 
for a while, but insurance does not like to pay for that – if I even had insurance. Insurance, if it pays 
for any transition procedures, it only wants to pay for normalizing surgeries, it doesn’t want to contrib-
ute to somebody’s genitals being less normal. So I’ve been trying to fi gure that out. I have recently 
been denied medical assistance, disability, and Affordable Care Act insurance because my name 
and gender marker don’t match on documents, and I don’t have the resources to change that. So 

once again I fall through a crack of not being able to access care.  

I didn’t start transitioning until I was like twenty fi ve. So I’ve got, like, facial hair, body parts that developed, I don’t got a baby dick. I also 
have going for me that I’m short and curvy, that usually gets me gendered right. I’m most comfortable in this androgynous or butch space. 
When I go to the therapist or the doctor I’ll put a dress on, I’ll put on extra makeup or do it differently. I’ll femme on, but it’s because those 
institutions are designed just like the way people’s sexualities are designed, designed before encountering actual people, designed with 
binarist expectations, which aren’t true. I’ve found that when I present as myself at doctors and therapists that I don’t get treated right. 
The guidelines are for, you know…trans-feminine is somebody who wants to be 100% feminine, even though cis women don’t fi t into 
that bubble. We’re held to this standard of accountability for gender that people who aren’t trans aren’t. Since I came out and transitioned 
I lost most of my professional work. In many ways things are harder, but they’re easier to deal with cause I can do it from a place of 
authenticity. I wish we could live in a world where nobody had to pretend to be anybody they aren’t. 

Before I started transitioning I used to fantasize about having a body that not only had all of the secondary sex characteristics but also 
had the scars from having all of them removed. When I was eleven and twelve and didn’t really know what was going on, I used to re-
search nullifi cation a lot, which is complete genital excision - so I’d just be smooth. And that was appealing to me because I felt that the 
expectations that came along with genitals were always going to hurt me, that there was no way I was gonna win that one, and these 
things are probably always gonna cause me pain. I mean, that was before I started having positive validating sexual experiences.

I consider queer to be not just my gender and my sexuality but also my spirituality. I see the divinity in the bodies and souls of the people 
that I love and the people that I encounter, and that is so much more comfortable to me than any of the other old verbal legend that was 
tried to force on me when I was growing up. We must have some sort of power, what do we do with it? Right now it’s about to be Pride 
time and it’s forty dollars to see Chaka Khan. I don’t got forty bucks! I fuckin love Chaka Khan but I don’t got forty bucks for that. They hire 
a lot of drag queens, which I think is really good and important and I’ve got nothing against drag queens but, like, how many trans people 
are involved? They always say LGBT but there’s this reality that the majority of marginalization happens to transsexual and bisexual 
people. The homelessness rates, the mental illness rates, the suicide rates. I mean they’re higher for gays and lesbians than the general 
population for sure, but they’re exponentially higher for bisexuals and transsexuals. I don’t want to go to PNC presents Pride. PNC said 
that they wouldn’t give me a loan for medical work or even to pay back back hospital bills. Yay Pride.

ALEXIS ICON: BUTCH GENDERQUEER GIRL DREAMS OF A WORLD WHERE             
NOBODY HAS TO PRETEND TO BE ANYBODY THEY AREN’T

WHAT HAS SHARON NEEDLES BEEN UP TO LATELY?
(Theories)

1) Hiring bloggers to take her to task for imagined racist infractions in a bid to maintain 
relevance. 

2) Recording ballad with Tan Mom. 
  
3) Living out of her hearse under the Bloomfi eld Bridge after RuPaul took her off tour and 
bought exclusive rights to her hologram.

4) Trying unsuccessfully to extend her 412/724 whore repertoire to include Bill Peduto and 
Mike Tomlin.

5) Making Vines of herself making Vines.

6) Headlining Jitters next Tuesday night.

7) Illuminati/Delta Foundation meetings.

8) Maintaining storage space for $100,000 worth of collagen. 

9) Performance art (is Milk).

10) Enjoying more fame and opportunity than any of us bitter bitches ever will.

Honcho…that party’s been a really great place cause it’s one of the few dance fl oors in 
town that’s not like a private party or something where if you wanna take your clothes 
off that’s okay, if you wanna make out or grind or like…I know I’ve exchanged oral sex 
on the dance fl oor a couple times, and that’s a magical thing to be able to do. We need 
more places like that. We need bathhouses that cater to not just gay audiences. In 
San Francisco and Toronto they’ve got bathhouses that once a month do trans/dyke 
nights, and it’s all open under the presumption that if you’re coming here you’re queer 
and you’re here to have fun, you’re not going to be alienated by the presence of a body 
you’re not attracted to, you’re just gonna be like “Oh, not for me.” I have a deep need 
for that. I know that Club Pittsburgh, because I have an “f” on my driver’s license, I’m 
not invited. I have so many incredibly gorgeous, androgynous, genderqueer, trans and 
just nonconventional-presentation people who a re like intensely sexual and we get 
together, but how great would it be if there was an actual club that was as full of people 
as beautiful as us? 

SUBMIT:

WHAT THE HELL IS GOING ON AT THE 
FRUIT LOOP?
By Jo LaHoise

So the Fruit Loop in Schenley Park has been blocked by a white 
Pittsburgh DPW barrier for a few months now. The ostensible rea-
son for this is because there’s a tree disease in the area called 
oak wilt. The interesting thing about oak trees is that the roots of 
various trees connect underground and graft together, creating a 
shared circulatory system which passes the disease from tree to 
tree. If oak wilt isn’t controlled it could kill all of the oak trees in the 
park. If there’s some humorous metaphor to be made here about 
disease and the fact that ground zero for the oak wilt epidemic is 
at the Fruit Loop, I’m too lazy to make it. I was going to rail against 
the fact that even though the trees have been cut down and the job 
seems to be done, the white DPW barrier remains (suggesting that 
there are other interests afoot when it comes to blocking off this 
popular gay cruising spot) but when I went there on Saturday the 
barrier was gone. I wrote this to fi ll up space, so fuck me for writing 
it and fuck you for reading it. Have a happy pride.



By Bill the Thrill

Summer’s here and people are moving 
the party outdoors for swimming, biking, 
and barbequing. With that people are 
shedding the layers to keep cool and get 
some sun.  It’s a time of year that might 
exacerbate your body issues. Whether 
you put on a few pounds over the winter 
or you’re just normally a bigger person, 
you might think twice about tossing that 
shirt aside and jumping head fi rst into 
summer. That’s just silly. It’s hot, and for 
gurls like us, it’s hotter.   

As far as I can tell, most people have some sort of body issues. 
Fat, skinny, tall, short…most people look at themselves and see 
something they’d like to change but there’s no sense in letting your 
insecurities impact your summer fun.  

I’m a fi ve-eleven, 260-pound, gay man and am what many, includ-
ing myself, would call a big gurl. (Others might use and embrace 
the term “chub” and that’s fi ne if that’s what they prefer. I tend not 
to use that term because I feel it has negative connotations. I like 
“big gurl” because it’s more light-hearted than the alternatives.) 
Sure, I’m not where I want to be with my body but after years of 
feeling bad about it I’ve learned to enjoy myself regardless. Let’s 
be real, if you aren’t rocking that six-pack and an ass you can 
bounce a quarter off of, you may lack the confi dence you need 
to really enjoy yourself.  I’m here to tell you to quit it with that 
nonsense.

If you’re swimming with a shirt on because you’ve got a big belly, 
stop it. Once it gets wet you’re not hiding anything and gurl, I don’t 
want you to drown.  If you’ve thrown on a couple extra t-shirts 
to absorb some of the sweat, that’s enough already. Sweat is a 
natural bodily function and damn, gurl, it’s too hot for that shit. I’m 
telling you these things because I have been there.  Oooooh, gurl, 
I’ve been there. I’ve felt that panic when, it’s 90-degrees, you’re 
meeting a guy for a drink, and the AC is out in the bar you just 
walked into. I’ve gone to a pool party where I was the only person 
over 200 pounds. I’ve been dancing on the stage at a gay bar in 
Puerto Rico with all my skinny friends when they decide to take 
their shirts off.  There’s no sense in depriving yourself of fun be-
cause you don’t have the body of one of RuPaul’s Pit Crew. All it 
takes is a little confi dence. 

Everyone can be sexy; you just need to enjoy the skin you’re in. 
Remember, whoever you are and whatever your body type there 
is a market for you even if you haven’t found it yet. I can’t help but 
channel Adele Givens from Queens of Comedy, “You buck tooth, 
baby? Relax. I’m sure there’s a man out there who want nothing 
less than a bitch who can bite an apple through a picket fence. I 
swear to god.” I can assure you that this is true. I’m a big gurl with 
a relatively regular sex life. While I dream of those size 32 jeans 
I’d like to wear one day, I’ve come to accept my big gurl status 
and take full advantage of what this big gay world has to offer me. 

I’m thrilled to see my fellow big gurls putting themselves out there 
more these days. Whether they’re sporting gold lame short shorts 
and a tank top at Honcho, going to the pool in a speedo, or partic-
ipating in the underwear bike ride, they are out there representing.  
This is who we are and, whether you like it or not, we are going to 
have all the fun there is to have and we’re going to do it with style. 
I think it’s time for us to declare this the Summer of the Big Gurl! 

by Rose Landesberg

Are you so psyched for pride month? Jazzed for all the rad parties? Planning your outfi t 
for the Dyke/Trans march? Practicing your dance moves for the next Bro Club? One more 
question: are you straight? If you answered “yes,” here are some tips you might want 
to keep in mind as to not be an offensive jagoff, while still enjoying all the festivities the 
season has to offer.

Before we begin, let’s talk  about being straight v. queer. I recognize this can be a touchy 
subject, but it needs to be addressed. It has taken a long time to admit, but I’m straight. 
Yes, I have been physical and romantic with members of my own gender, my own sex 
and trans people. I have had questions about my own orientation and gender. The vast 
majority of my friends are queer/gay/trans and I identify with them way more than I do with 
most straight people. But at the end of the day, I’m a cis-woman who is primarily interested 
in laying it down with cis-men. I might be a weird straight person with bi-curious impulses, 
but that doesn’t really earn me the right to call myself “queer.” If you can relate to this, you 
might not want to call yourself “queer” either. It doesn’t mean you’re boring or you suck. It 
means you have a great opportunity to be an awesome ally and friend who can still partake 
in much partying and fun.

Now that we’ve covered that, let’s talk about how to approach attending a queer event. 
As an ally, I like to approach a queer event as if I were attending a friend’s birthday party. I’m excited to be there and ready to get down, 
while recognizing that this party is not being held in my honor. I am not the focus. I can wear a fancy dress and a party hat, but probably 
shouldn’t be sporting a crown and a “birthday bitch” sash. Think about someone who wears white to a wedding or a white boy in head 
to toe Fubu; you don’t want to be that.

Dance party etiquette is important. Everyone knows that queer dance parties are more fun. The music is better, people aren’t so uptight 
and, as a woman, it’s great to go dancing without some Jagered-up frat boy trying to rub his junk on me. But before you get too crazy, 
remember not to act like that frat boy yourself. If everyone is grinding and getting nasty, feel free to go with the fl ow. There’s no shame 
in twerking on your crazy drunk friend. The primary word in this statement is “friend,” as in they know you and know you are just having 
fun and not actually interested in continuing the nasty dancing after the party. Do not engage in this same behavior with a stranger who 
does not know you are not actually interested. That’s teasing and it isn’t nice. 

Bringing your straight lover to a queer party to make out with them is never cool. Your queer friends didn’t put on something cute and pay 
a $5 cover to watch you fl aunt your privilege. And don’t do it at a drag show either. Queens didn’t spend 5 hours primping to have you 
and your date giggle at them like they were in some sort of monkey house. If you can’t wait until after the show to booty call your opposite 
gender lover like a self-respecting ally, go to Gooski’s or Olive Garden or wherever else straight people go on dates.

Think about if you should be there in the fi rst place. While your friends might welcome you at their dance parties, pool parties, bbqs, 
etc., you might not be welcome everywhere. The Dyke/Trans March is an awesome event that takes place every year. Visibility for that 
community is incredibly meaningful for many members of that community. That said, as I am neither a dyke nor trans, I do not slip into my 
loudest sequined unitard and strut down Liberty Ave. I park myself halfway down the parade route and cheer for my friends as loud as I 
can when I see my dyke and trans friends march past. Remember that this kind of support can be even more meaningful. You wouldn’t 
join your kid’s little league team, would you? No, you bring juice boxes and scream your head off when they’re up to bat. 

If you ever have a question about whether or not your presence is welcome, do not be afraid to ask someone. Just as you are the straight 
ally of your queer friends, they are your ally in not acting a fool. Chances are, they’re going to want you there because you are their friend 
and they like you. In some cases, though, the gathering just isn’t for you. Accept that. It’s cool. Maybe you should use that free time as 
an opportunity to make an okcupid profi le or, if you’re a straight dude reading this, call me up. I’m single and chances are I’m not doing 
anything that night either. 

Straight men interested in a date with Rose, inquire thusly: queerburgher@gmail.com
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